Diffusive and convective transport through hollow fiber membranes for liver cell culture.
For an efficient membrane bioreactor design, transport phenomena determining the overall mass flux of metabolites, catabolites, cell regulatory factors, and immune-related soluble factors, need to be clarified both experimentally and theoretically. In this work, experiments and calculations aimed at discerning the simultaneous influence of both diffusive and convective mechanisms to the transport of metabolites. In particular, the transmembrane mass flux of glucose, bovine serum albumin (BSA), APO-transferrin, immunoglobulin G, and ammonia was experimentally measured, under pressure and concentration gradients, through high-flux microporous hydrophilic poly-ether-sulphone (PES-HFMs) and poly-sulphone hollow fiber membranes (PS-HFMs). These data were analyzed by means of a model based on the mechanism of capillary pore diffusion, assuming that solute spherical molecules pass through an array of solvent-filled cylindrical pores with a diffusive permeation corrected for friction and steric hindrances. Additionally, resistances to the mass transfer were taken into account. Convective permeation data were discussed in terms of morphological properties of the polymeric membranes, molecular Stokes radius, and solute-membrane interactions according to information given by contact angle measurements. The observed steady-state hydraulic permeance of PS-HFMs was 0.972 L/m2hmbar, about 15.6-fold lower than that measured for PES-HFMs (15.2 L/m2h); in general, PS-HFMs provided a significant hindrance to the transport of target species. Diffusion coefficients of metabolites were found to be similar to the corresponding values in water through PES-HFMs, but significantly reduced through PS-HFMs (D(Glucose)(Membrane)=2.8x10(-6)+/-0.6x10(-6)cm2/s, D(BSA)(Membrane)=6.4 x 10(-7)+/-1 x 10(-7)cm(/s, D(Apotransferrin)(Membrane)=2.3 x 10(-7)+/-0.25 x 10(-7)cm2/s).